
 

Item No. 12 
 

June 10, 2014 

 

To:   The Board of Governors of Exhibition Place 

 

From:  Dianne Young, Chief Executive Officer 

 

Subject: Garden of the Greek Gods & Other Collections at Exhibition Place 

 

Summary: 

 

This report provides information to the Board specifically with respect to the Garden of the 

Greek Gods statues (“Greek Gods”) presently located in the patio south of the Muzik building 

(formerly the Horticulture Building) all of which is the subject matter of the lease between 

Muzik Clubs Inc. (“Muzik”) and the Board (the “Lease”) and then generally, provides 

information with respect to all other artworks, commemorative plaques and heritage buildings / 

installations / structures located at Exhibition Place (“Collections”).   

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that the Board:  

 

1) Direct that the confidential information contained in Confidential Attachment 1 to this 

report not be released publicly in order to protect the legal position of Exhibition Place;  

 

2) Direct staff, in consultation with City of Toronto Heritage and City of Toronto Culture, 

develop a policy related to Exhibition Place Collections for presentation and approval 

of the Board; and,  

 

3) Direct staff to develop a substantial web based information package related to the 

works of E.B. Cox at Exhibition Place and work with the Muzik tenant to develop a 

public access protocol for the Greek Gods.  

 

Financial Impact: 

 

There are no financial implications to this report. 

 

Decision History: 

 

At its meeting of April 25, 2003, the Board approved of the terms of the Lease with Muzik which 

was subsequently approved by City Council at its meeting of June 24, 25, and 26, 2003. 

 

At its meeting of June 20, 2008, the Board approved the 2008 Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU), between the Board and CNEA which MOU provided for the purchase at fair market 

value of three artifacts that were owned by the CNEA: Haines Murals; the Greek Gods; and the 

Satok Mural. 

ACTION REQUIRED 
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At its meeting of April 23, 2010, the Board approved the purchase of the Greek Gods from the 

CNEA at a value of $500,000.   

 

At its meeting of January 27, 2012, the Board approved of a Master Agreement with the CNEA 

and City of Toronto which agreement resulted in the independence of the CNEA from the Board 

and City with a term commencing April 1, 2013.  

 

At its meeting of May 23, 2014, the Board approved a Member Motion brought by Councillor 

Layton which recommended that the CEO, with relevant City staff, report to the Board on the 

following matters: 

 

1) Background information with respect to the acquisition of the Garden of the Greek Gods 

Statues by Exhibition Place; 

2) Strategies for short-term and long-term protection, promotion, and public access to the 

Garden of the Greek Gods Statues located at Exhibition Place; and 

3) The development of a public art protection and promotion strategy for all public art on the 

grounds of Exhibition Place. 

 

Issue Background: 

 

The Lease includes provisions relating to the location of the Greek Gods within the Leased 

Property and provides that the Board is responsible for maintaining the Statuary in a state of 

good repair except for any repairs required other than for wear and tear because of the location 

within the Leased Property which are the responsibility of the Tenant.  Prior to the tenancy, the 

south patio now within the Leased Property use to be open public space except for those periods 

when the grounds were gated and closed to the public (i.e. Honda Indy, annual CNE etc.). 

 

Attached as Appendix A to this report is a list of all Art (Moveable) Works located at Exhibition 

Place; Appendix B lists the Art (Immovable) Structures located at Exhibition Place; Appendix C 

lists the (Immovable) Designated and Inventoried Historical Buildings and Structures; and 

Appendix D lists all the Plaques and Memorials maintained across the site in accordance with the 

Plaque policy set out in Appendix E. 

 

Comments: 

 

Garden of the Greek Gods 

 

The Greek Gods are a set of twenty massive statues plus one dedication stone (weighing from 

800 pounds to 4 ½ tons) that are the work of Toronto artist, E.B. Cox who took several years to 

carve the figures from blocks of solid limestone.  Following a display of the Greek Gods at the 

Royal Agricultural Winter Fair in 1976, initially an arrangement was entered between Mr. Arthur 

Carman and the CNEA and the CNE Foundation whereby funds were to be raised by Mr. 

Carman to allow for the purchase of the statues.  However, eventually the Greek Gods were 

purchased directly by the CNEA from E.B. Cox and placed permanently at Exhibition Place 

south of the Horticulture Building (now the Muzik building).  In 1979, the CNEA was under 

agreement with the former Metropolitan Toronto to manage the Exhibition Place site and 

therefore, the original arrangement was an agreement between the CNEA, the CNE Foundation 

and Mr. Carman only.  The location of the Greek Gods was approved by the former Metropolitan 
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Toronto Council in 1979 although Metro Toronto was not part of the agreement with Mr. 

Carman.  

At its meeting of April 17, 2009, the Board approved of a report that recommended the purchase 

of the Greek Gods from the CNEA at the appraised value of $0.5M.  In 2010, the Board paid the 

CNE Foundation $125,000 pursuant to this sale agreement, however, in April 1, 2013, as part of 

the Master Agreement between the CNEA, the Board and the City related to the independence of 

the CNEA, the Greek Gods were transferred to the Board without any further payment under the 

sale agreement but as part of the entire transfer between the parties for nominal consideration of 

several artworks, artifacts and pieces of equipment.  Section 4.11(a) of that Master Agreement 

provided that the Board was the sole owner of the Greek Gods without limitation on the Board’s 

rights of ownership.   

 

The term of the Lease with Muzik commenced February 16, 2004 and the premises were 

officially opened for business on September 9, 2006.  Between 2006 and 2008, Muzik only 

utilized the building and not the area south of the building where the Greek Gods are located.   

 

In 2008, Muzik began to build out the south patio and because Muzik uses this area as part of its 

operations, the area must be fenced and access restricted during operations because alcohol is 

served. While Muzik operates its nightclub within the building on a regular weekly basis with 

special events throughout the year, typical operations within the outdoor space have only taken 

place in the summer / fall and of course are very weather dependent although, the south patio 

was designed to extend this seasonal use.   

 

In 2014, Muzik continued with its investment in the Leased Property with further upgrades to the 

south patio and substantial upgrades and expansion of its patio to the west which expansion 

includes the construction of bathing pools, cabanas and bars.  Set to open in June 2014, Muzik 

has indicated that it intends to regularly operate 7 days a week from noon to midnight and not 

simply within the building but also in its west and south patio areas.  However, as outside areas, 

the patios are not covered or heated and are therefore not expected to be operational in the winter 

months.  These operations are in accordance with the provisions in the Lease. 

 

All construction both inside the Muzik building and on the patios has been undertaken pursuant 

to the City requirements for building permits including the requirement to provide a Heritage 

Impact Statement and an Archeological Study.   

 

As set out in Appendix A, there are many pieces of moveable art located throughout the grounds 

both inside and outside tenanted and licenced space.  There has never been a policy or available 

funding to routinely consider the removal or relocation of any pieces of art on the grounds and 

generally, this has not been done except in special circumstances for particular projects.  For 

example, during the construction of the National Trade Centre, statues previously located on 

building facades were repaired / rebuilt and incorporated into the building; as part of the 

renovation of Ricoh Coliseum the butter fridges were removed and the doors of the fridges were 

then restored and became part of the public art budget for the Coliseum renovation project; and 

as part of the construction of BMO Field, the Halls of Fame building was demolished and the 

wall mural from that building was relocated and became part of the public art within the BMO 

Field main entrance.   

 

As indicated above, the Greek Gods are a collection of 20 huge statues that each sit on 

substantial footings across an area of approximate 35,000 square feet.  In order to have relocated 
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these statues in 2004 or now would require substantial funding (estimated by a consultant study 

to be $0.5M at a minimum) and also require finding a suitable location on the grounds that could 

accommodate all the collection in one place.  Pursuing a relocation option now would require the 

following steps to be taken: 

 

 Negotiation with the Muzik tenant and an amendment to the Lease; 

 Engagement of a heritage / art consultant to provide advice on other appropriate locations on 

the grounds;  

 Allocation of funding in the Exhibition Place Capital Program. 

 

While relocation is a possible longer term option, Exhibition Place staff are proposing that 

immediate steps could be taken to allow for more public access to the statues in the short-term 

which includes: 

 

 Working with the Muzik tenant to allocate daily opportunities when the Exhibition Place 

archivist can escort interested members of the public to view the Greek Gods; 

 Developing a virtual tour of the Greek Gods and other E.B. Cox works that are located on the 

grounds which tour will be available on the Exhibition Place website;   

 Monthly (or more frequent as needed) inspections of the Greek Gods by the Exhibition Place 

archivist or conservator consultant; and,  

 At the conclusion of the immediate construction, a review by a public art conservator 

consultant / masonary conservator. 

 

Artworks / Heritage Buildings and Structures/ Commemorative Plaques 

 

As listed in Appendix A, B, C and D there are substantial collections (buildings, structures, 

artworks, plaques) within Exhibition Place. Some parts of these Collections are governed by 

provincial and City laws and regulations and while the Board adopted a limited policy with 

respect to commemorative plaques, it does not have a general policy related to the control and 

care of all of its substantial Collections.  Accordingly, this report is proposing that such a policy 

be developed in consultation with the City of Toronto Heritage Division and the City of Toronto 

Culture Division to be considered by the Board at a future meeting. 

 

Contact: 

 

Dianne Young 

Chief Executive Officer 

Tel: (416) 263-3611 

Fax: 416-263-3640 

Email: dyoung@explace.on.ca 

 

Submitted by: 

 

 

_________________________ 

Dianne Young 

Chief Executive Officer 

mailto:dyoung@explace.on.ca
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